
Shooting Warsaw  

Mazovia is situated in the heart of Poland. It is the largest region with unique 
scenery for filmmaking. Warsaw, the most prosperous city, is the capital of Poland. 
The cityscape of Warsaw reflects its rich history and provides combination of 
historic buildings, socialist realism style and contemporary architecture.
National institutions, television broadcasters as well as most Polish film industry 
are located in Warsaw in Mazovia Region. 

Warsaw and Mazovia provide:
various locations
wide range of landscape types
large number of specialists
experienced filmmaking companies
modern productions and postproductions studios

Mazovia Film Fund

Mazovia Film Fund supports feature films, documentaries or animated 
productions, connected with the region, as a co-producer with financial 
contribution. 
The maximum amount provided for a single project is 50% of total production 
costs.
An independent experts and competition commission selects films after one 
submission date each year (Q4). The decisive criteria for receiving financial support 
are the film project's cultural, economic and artistic significance for Mazovia. 
At least 150% of the funds received must be spent in the region.

Mazovia Warsaw Film Commission opening soon!

The Mazovia Warsaw Film Commission will be the first contact when shooting in 
Warsaw and Mazovia. A complimentary service by the Mazovia Region and the 
City of Warsaw supporting national and international film and TV productions.

The Commission provides aid in the search for suitable locations and 
service providers.
It acts as an intermediary between city and region governments and the
film industry, mainly for obtaining shooting permits.

Contact:

Mazovia Film Fund 
Mazovia Warsaw Film Commission

Mazovia Region Centre of Culture and Arts
12 Elektoralna st., 00-139 Warsaw, Poland
mff@mckis.waw.pl
phone +48 22 586 42 58

and Mazovia

www.mff.mazovia.pl

Warsaw Old Town, Archiwum Stołecznego Biura Turystyki
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Warsaw City Centre, fot. S.Szczygieł, BOŚ

Czersk Castle, fot. G.Śledz, 
Urząd Marszałkowski Województwa Mazowieckiego
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